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Part (a) in the category T is due to Barry Mazur (unpublished).
In the proof of Theorem A the following result is needed. THEOREM B. Let d be an R7' bundle over B. There exists an S7 bundle 4 (p,E,B) with a section f: B-E such that e = (p I E-f(B),E-f(B),B). Moreover the pair (C, f) is unique up to isomorphism.
All definitions and lemmas will apply to both 9 and U unless the contrary is explicitly indicated.
Outline of the proof of Theorem A Let KY be the functor assigning to B the set of isomorphism classes of Y bundles over B. Let K. Y assign the set of isomorphism classes of bundles-plussections.
It will be proved that the natural transformation COMP: K.S7-KR7, arising from an identification R7= S7-x_, is an isomorphism. The commutativity of the will be established, where CYL is defined (intuitively) by assigning to an Sf bundle its mapping cylinder. Part (a) of Theorem A follows from commutativity in the lower quadrilateral, and (b) from the upper.
Bundles with semi-simplicial structural groups Let G = {Gk} be a semi-simplicial (s.s.) group of homeomorphisms of a space Y. That is, each element of Gk is a homeomorphism f: Af These morphisms are special cases of the following general fact. PROOF. This theorem is a semi-simplicial analogue of a well known fact about topological transformations groups. It may be proved directly through a simplex-by-simplex approach (compare [2] ), or classifying spaces can be used, as in [3] . Let D denote a topological or PL closed n cell. 
It is easy to see that E is injective; we shall show that e, and hence e, is surjective.
In the category 2 this is quite easy. Consider D as the unit ball in Rn. Given x e int D , let gx: Do -D be the homeomorphism taking 0 to x, and mapping each segment Oz linearly onto xz for each z e AD . Given u: Ak intDn in Sk(intDn), define v:zAk x D->Ak x Yby vx= g(x). Since e(v)=u, this proves that a' is surjective.
Surjectivity in the PL case follows from Hudson [4] ; alternatively, the proof just given for 2 can be adapted. The identification (iii) CP x CQ = C((CP x Q) U (P x CQ)) will be used. To prove (ii), assume inductively that ri: Gi(CY, Y) -Gi(Y) is surjective for i < k; it must be proved that rk is then surjective. Given f: Ak X Y Ak X Y in Gk(Y), an extension of f to a CY twist g: Ak X CY-* k X CYmust be found. We may assume that g is already defined over Ak, by the inductive assumption. That is, we assume a homeomorphism h of Ak X CY which extends fI aAk, and which commutes with projection on DAk. Now Ak = C(DAk). Therefore, by (iii), we have
The homeomorphism f U h is defined on (k X Y) U (9Ak X CY); the cone on f U h is a homeomorphism of Ak X C Y which extends f U h. The identification (iv) has the property that projection on ZAk is preserved by C(f U h). Since the cone on a PL map is again PL, (ii) is proved for SP as well as T.
To prove (i), suppose a k simplex a of GY(C Y) is given whose boundary is at the identity 1 e GY(CY). We must find a homotopy of a to 1 rel au. Passing to homeomorphisms, we are given a twist f: Ak X CYAk X CY such that f I Ak X Y = 1, and f I aAk X CY = 1. We must define From [2, Lem. 6] it follows that Gsn-x1o(S"-x R+) is contractible, which proves (i). And (ii) is obvious from the identification above.
Recall the identification Sn = Dn U Dn, and the doubling homomorphism LEMMA 11. Under the choice of base points x0 e Dn and x1 e Sn, the following diagram commutes:
PROOF. The idea behind the proof is this. We must prove two int Dn bundles isomorphic. One, say 4, is the complement of a section of an SI bundle which is the double of a DI bundle I. Thus e contains an En subbundle isomorphic to (. The other int DI bundle is just int I. It follows from Lemma 9 that C is isomorphic to a D bundle containing an En subbundle isomorphic to (). Therefore the problem is this: prove that if two int D bundles contain isomorphic En subbundles, they are themselves isomorphic. This is proved by Lemma 10. The technical details follow. Next, observe that d*: KOD n KOS" factors through K(Sn, Dn U x).
Therefore it suffices to prove commutativity in The lemma is proved by showing that w and w' are surjective fibrations with contractible fibres. That they are s.s. fibrations is a special case of a theorem of Hudson [4] . The base space has only two components, since two PL embeddings DI, RI, are isotopic if and only if either both of them preserve, or both reverse orientation. Clearly each component meets the images of both w and w'. Since these maps are fibrations, surjectivity follows. Let Be =SI -int D, and AD = ABE = SI`. Then Bn is also a PL n cell. The fibre of w is isomorphic to G,.-i(Bl, xj). The proof of (i) in the proof of Lemma 5 shows also that GY(CY, v) is contractible, where v G CY is the vertex of the cone. Therefore G,.-,(Bl, x0) is contractible. 
